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In the very beginning, the Creator created the Electric Universe through an intonation.
Even in motion, the Electric Universe had no ordered Magnetism. It was Pure Female. She
got lonely. The Creator put her in parallel to herself to pull her together, but she was
still lonely. In frustration, she put 1/4 of her parallel in anti-parallel which created
Male (rail gun) Magnetism. Water was made, and the stars sprang forth. This is the Truth
behind the Virgin Birth. After men were created, the zions among them realized they could
overpower females and made religions featuring themselves as the god-men of the Universe

(so females would treat them better). Here is the result:

BIBLE CODE:

                                #include("human_beliefs.h")

                                int main(void)
                                {
                                    double Cross (bool luxury, bool heaven, bool god, flop(sic)
                                        animals)
                                    {
                                    double present_status;
                                    // These two form a cross.
                                    // If one is real, the other is imaginary.
                                    bool luxury = Empire_of_Luxury; /* full of excess posession,
                                        comfort, and security that constantly needs cleaning
                                        and is a burden to others. */
                                    bool heaven = Kingdom_of_Heaven; /* mental state including
                                        wanna-be-kings, that is overrun by violence, where one
                                        projects one's idea of heaven due to frustrations, fears,
                                        failures, et cetera, where the profits of labor are reaped
                                        by useless eaters, where one can expect the laying down of
                                        life for (rich people's) loved ones, that one fishes
                                        others into. */
                                    // These two form a cross.
                                    // If one is real, the other is imaginary.
                                    bool god = Kingdom_of_God; //humanization of the Universe
                                        flop(sic) animals = Kingdumb_of_Animals; /* realm of dogs, sheep,
                                        pigs, lions, tigers, bears, vermin, varments, humans, etc. */
                                    if (!Empire_of_Luxury) Kingdom_of_Heaven = 1;
                                    if (!Kingdumb_of_Animals) Kingdom_of_God = 1;
                                    if (Kingdom_of_Heaven && Kingdom_of_God)      present_status = 1;
                                    else present_status = 0;
                                    return (present_status);
                                    }
                                return 0;
                                }
                                // materialism is let in, Kingdom_of_Heaven < 1 (truncated to 0).
                                // When animal spirits are let in, Kingdom_of_God < 1 (truncated to 0).
                                // When US, UK, SA, or MSI are let in, present_status = manure.
                                // To hear yourself bleat, pinch your nose and say, "daaamn".

Religions are like Windows 95. They started out as a good thing
thousands of years ago, but they have since been terribly exploited.

So... Have some

free, genuine A+

Chrislam-brew

(confessions of a scapegoat)
to quench your thirst for Truth.

(If you don't like any of this, skip down to the bottom.)

Two thousand years ago, the Roman Empire swept away everything in its path and
established a new religion based on existing beliefs of the Alexandrian Christians of

200-300 B.C.E. and the Mystery Religions, especially Mithraism and Gnosticism. Their goal
was to seize control of the minds of those they had invaded. Any outside teachings, such
as the "Tao Te Ching" or "Admonitions of an Egyptian Scribe", were heresy. The same thing

happens today with the Mainstream Media labeling the truth as "fake news". The scheme
to centralize religion was the same as to centralize money and government. Through

threats, skulduggery and violence the instigators MADE others BELIEVE.

The best way to get people to play MAKE BELIEVE is to get them to be like little children
and feed them stories to mould their itty-bitty minds. Also, they must never be allowed

to know the real Truth.

It is true that the victor writes history.

The zions got half of the world to MAKE BELIEVE Go(l)d promised some land to some people,
and those people defeated a major Army while escaping slavery. That people's hero courageously
confronted the meany masters with a name that would be remembered. The hero then lead his flock

to a promised land, but was himself denied entry for double-clicking on a rock. He was given some
divine commandments (that were copies of carvings on an Egyptian tomb), which he immediately broke.

What the zions hid from you was that the people's hero was named after the Pharaohs who drove them out,
Khamose and his younger brother, Ahmose - the Moses. It was an Egyptian scribe, Ipuwer, who appearing

before the Pharaoh, gave a detailed description of the ruin the Shepherd Kings, the people of the "hero",
had caused the land. Claiming the jews made a Great Escape is like claiming Russia blew up Nordstream.

The Bible says the jews won against the Moabites, but do you think the Moabite Stele claiming
Moabite victory would have remained standing for tens of centuries had the jews really won? Noweh.

The zions described a situation where a man was escaping a city that Go(l)d was going to destroy.
The man (really?) was going to give his two virgin daughters to a horde of faggots to be raped in

exchange for the safety of two beautiful strangers while the girls' mother stood by in anticipation.
The two strangers zapped the advancing funny-boys, which allowed the family to escape. The wife got
salty on the way, so the girls and their papa continued on without her. What the zions got the world
to believe was that the man, in his emergency panic, brought along enough wine to make him forget the
two girls were his daughters and also maintain his erection when he passed out. You might as well add:
After hearing of it, Heathens began to drink lots of cheap beer (in hopes...) and were called Hebrews.

Lord knows why, but the zions try to MAKE everyone BELIEVE that the best of them are descended from
a petty king who arranged his general's death in order to take the general's wife. Then, after killing

the king's first born, the Lord forgave the king. The fact is the sacrifice of the first born was common
in those days, and it was to the general's God that the king made the sacrifice. His second son celebrated
by building a temple. It took 80,000 jewish stone cutters, 70,000 jewish stone porters and 3,600 lebanese
supervisors seven years to construct and was (a staggering?) 60 cubits (96 feet) long, 20 cubits (32 feet)
wide and 30 cubits (48 feet) high. Wow! (A cubit is roughly 1.6 feet. It is not a football field.) LOL.
The king then went on to be one of the central figures of a "Do as I say, not as I do. I'm with thee,

but you're not with me (I'm invited, but you are not)." "chosen race".

The zions accredit their "chosen race" with writing a vast number of literary works. What they don't
testify to is that much of those works were writing excercises taught to the "chosen race" during and

after their captivity in Babylon, the most advanced civilization of its time. (Read Thorkild Jacobsen's
"The Harps That Once..." or Benjamin R. Foster's "Before The Muses" among others.) Later, the "chosen race",

who by then were populated by many other races who had converted to the "chosen race's" religion, became
a "chosen people". They were overrun by the Romans. Because the "chosen people" would not accept Roman

dominance, the Romans confiscated every scrap of the "chosen people's" literature for re-editing.
(Ever been shot at 'n' missed, shit at 'n' hit? No?) You catch, the Pope will hold its tale (sic).

Once upon a time in the West...

"Shouldn't a nun be doing that?"Tittyhead Oh! (jit, jit)... Eewww, that's some Serious Tiberius.

Now the zion is gonna "shine a light" on accusations of child sacrifice.

 Anyway..., it's only a statue.

This is how the zions interpret scripture to fool the vast number of people, who followed the guidance
of scripture, into being "sheeple". (Circa 325 C.E. the Alexandrian_Flavian_Herodian_Catholics could have
worked out all the discrepancies in their texts. They failed to do so (deliberately?). If anyone thinks
there are no discrepancies, they have not read the bible. Are you sure a Savior said what the compilers
of the bible wrote he said?) To start, they found fault with everyone's way and pumped them with the

"good" things about "The Way". They took the phrase "sublime bliss" and enhanced it (and thus their own
position in it) to a "Kingdom of Heaven" - a haven of dumb kings. Calling Heaven a Kingdom is like calling

the Government into your affairs. The word "Kingdom" causes the teeth to clench. The truth is the rich
enjoy Heaven, and the poor suffer Hell for the King. A man doesn't fish for fish to feed the fish.
So, out of cleverness, the zions got others to pay for steak and settle for baloney. To do that,

the people were told that patience and long suffering were required to enter the Kingdom of Heaven
and were MADE to BELIEVE the steak was on its way, but baloney was available in the meantime.

Hunger caused the people to fill up on the baloney, and eventually they quit expecting the steak.

The people were MADE to BELIEVE they would be happier if they believed without seeing.
(Later, they were convinced to see without believing, so certain things could be hidden

in plain sight.) Then, the people were told to not look back if they wanted to be fit for
the Kingdom of Heaven, which made them afraid to turn around as the zions did whatever
behind them. (You are to think, "Get behind me, Satan" so the zions can better position
themselves to put their shoes on your shoulders and say sweet little things like, "You

would do that for me?", "Don't backslide", or anything to keep you going, while thinking
"I just bought your...") People were told it was better to give than receive to freely give

without compensation, and they would easily part with their possessions. They were told
if they gave to not take anything back, so they could be borrowed from and not repaid.
They were told to "leave some behind." They were told the progressive would be sent.

Then, they were sent to work by being told the Kingdom of Heaven was like a field (to distract
from castles) for which a man would sell everything he owned to possess. (They weren't told to

beware false spirits that make things better (affectation) until much later.) The philosophy of,
"The working man is closest to God", was changed to, "Beware the working man, for he is worth

his meat". They were told a story about a man selling his birthright for a slice of beef so they
would beware each other at cookouts. They were told to cut off whichever part of themselves

offended them and were made to believe the riches of the zions offended them. To hinder people
from being rewarded for what they sow, or themselves from being punished for what they sow,

the zions changed, "As ye sow, so ye reap" to "One man sows, another man reaps."
Zions stole the people blind while they were busy being happy refusing to see.

To initiate a double standard, the zions told everyone the zions were their shepherd, and the people
were not allowed to want. The zions told them all their needs would be taken care of (with what were

once theirs, of course). Then, the zions openly told themselves he who has shall be given more.
(It would have been better to say, "Be thankful for what you have. You can always see people with less.")

To ensure the double standard, the zions complained about peoples' souls being in their bellies (so
maybe the people would feel guilty about eating and starve themselves to death). After complaining

about that and other things (such as people procreating, so they would quit breeding), the zions told
them a story that illustrated why complaining about useless eaters earning higher wages was wrong.
Like police training: 1 minute on turning in crooked cops; 59 minutes on covering your buddies ass.

The zions bitched about people swallowing at the truth. At the same time, they tried to make people
believe that God would swallow at those who were hot or cold, but not those who were luke warm.

The people were told they should be God. The people would then swallow at whoever was hot or cold
and went to extremes to be swallowed (for the zions' entertainment). They were told to drink blood
and eat body. They began to bite at each other. The zions called "having control of one's mouth"

"falling into chewing". People were told an un-deafeated (place-foot-here-in) mouth would be given
to them to say what the voices in their heads told them to say. They were told they would be given
feet that could step on serpents and to be wise as serpents. Try stepping into your underwear, now.

To keep resistance from banding together, social distancing, er... holding back the truth was disguised
as hiding knowledge of being helped. If knowing the truth would set one free, and the truth of being helped
was being hidden, then freedom was not granted. The key to zions taking control was to get everyone to fear
letting others know they help. Eventually, everyone would fear letting others know they love, and love would

turn to self-isolation and more fear. They would spy on each other and call themselves great for reading
(and snitching). Soon after, hiding behind "sense no evils", they would despise each other for being sneaky.

At the same time, people were taught to chant a prayer that helped them (and the zions) presume on forgiveness
for trespassing (and taking, er...buying) and talk to others in other's spirit (familiarity breeds contempt)

along with the "enlightenment" that governments were divinely installed. The PTB could "hold you in their palm"
to get a hand in your business and transform you into a finger-toe puppet. (Nobody can take something from your
hands which is really in your foot.) People were instructed (by whom?) to "gather men into their ways" and "turn

no man away". Then, their countries were flooded with illiterate welfare recipients and fugitive criminals.
(Ask some mexican nuns for details.)

People were told they are not to learn the ways of war. When people are admonished not to do something, and there
is no enforcement, people will do it to spite authority. Don't touch that millstone. Right? People were told they

could not serve two masters, but to render unto (serve) both secular and heavenly lords. Then, as "soldiers",
they went out to serve both masters to spite being told they could not, and they were convinced of their own
greatness for being everybody's servant. Nowdays, they video themselves sawing their guns in half. Meanwhile:

Need a new gun?

(Mule breeder: Publicly calling for world peace will get people to carry your military gear for miles.)

A zion preached that serving money does not serve the Lord, while he preached that one would be reprimanded
for not using money to make money. Do you really believe a savior preached against anger, vented his ire on
two plebian money collectors (costing them their lives), cursed a fruitless fig tree in his wrath or flipped
the tables on his competition in a fit of rage, (talk about not getting one's way and responding with rolled

-up sleeves) because you'd burn at the stake if you didn't? If you do, you can make a lot of money trafficking
sex and drugs, spend some of that money combating your rivals and claim to be engaged in a war on trafficking.

Or, start your own Megachurch.

It was preached look not to the ways of the flesh, but do get your flesh to do justice.
It is like getting your neighbor to do something, while claiming to not look to your neighbor.

The people were told the flesh is not just a suit, but they should present their bodies as vessels
of (the representatives of) God. Getting everyone to humble themselves with the promise they will

be exalted for doing so, gets them one step closer to relinquishing control to you.

Everyone was told to "turn the other cheek" and "be dead to sin" to teach them learned helplessness.
They were told to not think of anything other than what they were told. They were to flee from

temptation, which conditioned them to not stand against it. Zions say, "We sin, you flee or die."

Another way people were taught learned helplessness was to get them to lock themselves in their rooms
to pray (even though you pray in open gardens). People were told what they did in their minds they did.
It's like a home owner going in his house and saying over and over, "Please mow my grass. Mow my grass.
I mowed my grass. I mowed my grass." When he steps outside his grass is even taller. So he repeats the
ritual. When he steps outside again, he gets fined $1000.00 for not mowing his grass. The moral is:

don't spend so much time in your room mowing the grass.

To get money for non-secular institutions or a rabbi's haircut, the zions again told everybody it was
better to give than to receive, they would receive if they asked, but not to ask for money. The zions
laughed and joked with them for awhile, then left. Later, the zions returned to ask for some money and
told everyone that if they held anything back, the zions would no longer take delight in them. Also,

because some were thought to be skimming funds, a zion iced them on the spot. It sent a powerful message
that helped people pay their taxes. It was also an effective way of raising the zion's social status.

The zions said the sons and daughters of Go(l)d will not be given into marriage. They said to "keep"
other men's wives true to them. Keeping is "having and holding." They want to get their hands on
your wife and "tie in". For those who preach chastity and the impurity of women, it is perverted.
The zions used fat, ugly, quarrelsome, scripture-thumping, troglodytes to ASSume being "kept" in

order to root into, make demands of and vex the calm, beauty and sanctity of male-female relations so
couples, being disrupted, would seek the "divine authority" of zion guidance, in "keeping them together".

When women are happy, there is peace in the world, which is not good for weapon sales. Zions were not to be
their "brother's keeper", but they were to keep his wife. They were told to abandon husbands to their wives.
In effect, zions were to judge husbands as gut-moved-defiled so zions could shine among the "kept" women.
Hell, might as well abandon husbands altogether! Right, House of David? What is worth more, a man's wife

or his money? You can become a banker and "render" his possessions (like his millstone) to him.
(Take from one, sell to another. Say you don't have the goods, but the other person does.)

Everyone was MADE to BELIEVE that women were polluted and to be with a woman is to be defiled.
(According to the Nag Hammadi, the female is polluted by the male.) Get men to abandon their
wives and girlfriends to follow you. Then, recruit a fine ass hoe as your personal confidant.

This will show how much power over your laws and general human intelligence you have.

(To tell if a woman is a virgin, use the Pakistani "two-finger" method to probe inside her pussy
and feel around for dicks. (Google it. It's real.) Wear a squid for a hat to boast your expertise.

Also, be sure not to miss the upcoming Saudi "Camel Beauty Contest". See you there. NOT!)

Here is how you can help the zion cause:

You can MAKE BELIEVE that first is last, that last is first, that up is down, and that down is up by
telling everyone the rich are fallen (yeah, like those airplanes they fly around in), and that good
is bad, and bad is good. You can lie enough through the media that people will expect anything you
present as a lie, so they won't believe the truth when you tell them. That's how ol' King D_V_D*
flips people upside down and shakes the money out of their pockets. *Not to be confused with A_I.

Don't put the two together, or they will devise a way to steal your spouse and make their own movies.

Teach people that only fear (not caution or responsible leadership) is the beginning of wisdom.
(Actually, love is the beginning of wisdom. The reason one might fear is to preserve what one loves.)

Teach people they will be happy being cowards (so they will obey your authority and support the cause to
enforce it). As has been said since Roman times, "cowardice turns to cruelty," z.b.: power hungry officials,
brainlessly aggressive law enforcement thugs, contact tracers, etc. Put up an idol who will have his name
written on the roads (to send people into a wind-chase for his name sake (u-sed wheeler-dealer Tare-rim)
and will be killed (so people accept death-on-wheels). Then, from above, he will take delight in fears as

a dog savors the cringing of sheep. He will have his justice, but he will do it not. He will write it on his
thigh, instead. Why? He will be disuaded. After they submit to cowardice, tell them not to let fear get to

their hearts. Their perception of right and wrong will, unnoticibly to them, conflict with and turn on itself.
They will vie for the title (banker's) "Faithful and True". They will become useful, expendable idiots. Ask:

(Political zions do this:) (when they give speaches.)

For instance, tell everyone not to hide their women or they will be fit for Sheol (the military).
They will then expose their women out of fear and join the military to prove their courage.

Scholastics, like sports, are the same degree of difficulty for everyone. The amount of effort applied is what
determines the level of achievement. Few apply the mental effort needed to understand that. Those lauded as brave
for not having the courage to adhere to scholastic standards will wrongly fear being called racists for rightly

noting others' failures. Replacing Merit with Favoritism will eventually fill the ranks with retards.
Then, you won't have to try so hard to look smart (or stupid, either).

Teach people some supernatural power will win the war for them, so they can claim victory.

Then, invite them to a rally and refuse to pardon them after they are arrested for terrorism due
to simply following the lead of law enforcement while attending. Sheep led to slaughter. So sad.
Tell them they will be happy for being imprisoned instead of being happier had they been cowards.

(Bet dem goyem pray not to be led into temptation no more, huh.)

Or, pull an "evil-mother-teresa" stunt by telling the world that if it rewards you for a quaint
little one-shot pop song, you will donate all the proceeds to the poor. Then, stash all the money

(millions) in the vatican and "Warp Speed" boot the poor with blunt, dirty needles.

To undermine everyone's house with shifting sands, there is the practice of changing a letter to change
a word. Examples are: nuts -> nuns -> buns, pope -> pipe -> pike -> kike (the Moly Kike - the Slowly Poke

or the long version, holy pooper) or servant-servent-serpent (A servent is a peer-to-peer network node which
functions as both server and client). Or change syllables: cartoon -> pontoon -> pontiff, urinal -> cardinal.

Or homonyms, buy balls -> bibles. Or changing one word, get away from -> get away with. Or Chinese, Holy
Spirit -> Hory Spilit. No...? Does "Sin grows old with the sinner" mean "Sinners don't die young?"

Changing, "Do not curse" (before cursing a fig tree) to, "Do not swear an oath" (after) is shifting sands.

You can tell everyone that the devil tries to convince them he does not exist. But, you know
you will be out of business if you cannot convince everyone that he does. Thus, the jesuits.
(Take it out on Satin and Lucy's Fur. If you miss, there's always Bathmat. What?) Really,

what more does the church offer other than accept a Kingdom or darkness (somebody's clod-hoppers)
will come upon you? Tell them they need to confess their sins in order to be forgiven. Once they

confess, you will have something to hold against them. As for yourself, never confess to anything.

Tell everyone they need to make peace to be the sons and daughters of god and claim to be THE son of god.
Tell them to end their geneologies (inheritances). Then, tell them wars are necessary, and you did not
bring peace, but rather fire and sword to break apart their families. (Luke wrote the one who said that
was over-whelmingly proclaimed a prophet. Come again. What?) You won't feel any pain at their divisions.

Scare them into thinking they would lose their souls by gaining the world. Then, take away the peace
they make, because they won't accept yours (LOL), and claim to have conquered (and now own) the world.

And lastly, accuse anyone who is free of trying to be first. Then tell everyone to make a slave of he
who would be first. Then proclaim yourself to be first. It's like telling everyone that self-exalters

will be humbled, then proclaiming yourself divine. Duh! Talk about Ouroboros. Right in the a**.

That's OK, you can convince people to do anything you want if you die and come back to life. Then,
proclaim yourself the grand-master-ultimate-superlative (or m-word-expletive if you are BLM). It won't

matter that none of your followers ever died and successfully came back to life. People will believe you,
or be anathema, or anathemepark, or annathelma, or annunaki or get stolen thy "ght", "thou". Tell everyone
their acts won't save them. Their virtue won't even save them. Only their blind obedience will save them.

Be sure to envelop your plans with all the sacred literature you previously stripped from the world.
Fold your plans nice and neat. They'll slide right in. All who solve or expose your plot get either

incarcerated like Julian Assange or suicided like Jeffery Epstein. Judas Iscariot is the symbol of that.
(The prefix, "ab", means "away from". Absolution is offered to those who find solutions to the plot.)

After that, you can expect that some creep will re-edit those sacred teachings, add "kill-all-infidels",
"child-brides-are-the-thing" and other crap, make his own religion and admit MAKE BELIEVE means SUBMIT OR DIE!

You can still get dumb enough to not see those pictured above are future, rooftop, flap-and-jump faggots.
Then, you can make yourself feel comforted that the pope forgave a mexican H.I.V. infected priest for
raping 20 little girls by sending him to a new diocese to start anew. Also, you can help the church

ex-comunicate a 9 year old brazilian rape victim for getting an abortion (2009).

Day-ya-go. All dem birds wit one paper errplane. It doesn't work on everyone, but the vast majority
it does work on, as long as they are making money, will overwhelm the minority that sees through it.

Females are the essence of ethereal Heaven; males are the substance of corporeal Kingdom. Women who
dominate the Kingly world are like bull-dykes (not true sapphists) in men's shorts. Men who dominate
the Heavenly realm are like transsexuals in women's sports. Zions feign to be children and fake doing
the woman's part to stir you up with "BuyBalls (yours for words)"... um... acquire the "true seed".

Our father - our inheritance (Odin, Hoden, Go(sodium)d - i.e. manly names). They teach your children,
"Call no man Father", and yet, worm the titles, "Father" and "Mother", for themselves. Assuming the

mentality of children (whom they teach you to follow), nuns, priests, rabbis, imams, etc. act out the
roles of "superiors" (to what? other teachers? parents?) while real parents look on as if watching movies.
To zions cede the faithful their (having-given-) "birth-rights". So, where does that leave real mothers and
real fathers in the real world? Silenced at school board meetings with no understanding of how they lost

their parental authority. You don't have to deny people if you can get them to deny themselves.

Words are meant to be pointers to that which exists. If all they point to are other words, they lack
substance. They are not meant to be Trojan Horses in which to hide. Give everything you are told a reality
check. Would a man who was against living by the sword claim to bring fire and sword? He who lives by the
sword doesn't always die by the sword. He who loses, does. Pontius Pilate caving to some jews? Jew lives

would have ended abruptly. A census ordering the population to return to the home of their ancestors never
occurred in Rome. The Romans simply took a count from each province. Individuals were either citizens or

slaves and could state from whence they heralded. The meticulous Romans record one census occurring in 6 C.E.
in which no-one had to return to their birthplace. The biblical census, along with the nativity, is MAKE BELIEVE
and is as credible as the story of a statue of the Virgin giving the Pope a black eye. Why did the biblical god
condemn human sacrifice in the old testament and practice it in the new? Whom and for what did He have to pay?
Was it to join a club? Is it all a carefully contrived plan to get you to expend your children for their wars,
or is it a way to get you to accept killing a child and eating its flesh? Is it the same god? More likely, it
is what zions try to convince you of your God so they can supplant your God with the leach called government.
Be careful being generous. You get nothing. Their gods get your consent with credit for getting you to give.

Your merchants are not "great men". Your farmers were. But, you demanded too much too soon. Your merchants
enticed you into debt. If you had emphasized quality instead of rushing quantity and had not displaced the
importance of providing a service with the desire to gain a position in a Kingdom, Heaven awaited. Kingdom
should have protected Heaven. Heaven protecting Kingdom is men in dresses. Kingdom overpowering Heaven is

a path to Hell. Distinguish your Heaven from your Kingdom, so you won't replace bliss with tyranny.

The search for power, glory and control by one individual over another is the source of all evils.
The major western religions stem directly from angry men disputing their neighbors and are fronts for

political views. Don't blind your bleedin' heart to the fact that immigrants will usurp control once you
let them in, as did the jews, who with the asians, the Egyptians allowed as guests. They were driven out
by the Moses, and the jews were allowed sanctuary in Canaan, yet rose up and slew their hosts. Their ways
spawned the term, Lord of Hosts. Evil men hide behind the religions they impose upon you to keep you from
opposing them. The proclamation of oneself as "God" is the Lie of Lies. Quit following, like sheep into
slaughter, those who do. Remove your mental and financial support from them. Behave yourselves and you

won't need them. They gain control by making you (think you are) weak. Seek not glory; develop strength.
The only people truly free are the ones who don't "turn the other cheek" to get it slapped, too.

The truth we were made to believe has not set anyone free. The whole world is under lockdown. Forgiving
everything and accepting everyone has made straight-A students fail as flunkies succeed. The concept of
receiving for merely asking has spoiled entire populations, and has caused in those nations the same

problems by the same ideology that Ipuwer spoke against in Egypt 3500 years ago. The Shepherd Kings rail
against tyranny yet impose it if they prosper. All religions do. Don't lie. Have the lights of Judaism,
Christianity or Islam ever truly dispelled the darkness? Only in the sense of guiding the common people

to shun the affluence of those who have learned to exploit faith, most of whom worship utter gloom.
They offer you either the world for your worship (via the devil) or promises for the same (via a Messiah
at no cost to them). They won't allow you to save each other. Most, intimidated, choose the promises.

For hundreds of years, Rome promised lands to those they invaded if those peoples helped in Rome's
conquests. For hundreds of years, Rome lied. Since then, the remnants of Rome have promised Heaven
on Earth to those who helped it expand. The Roman Christ is a mixture of Mary's son of Josephus'

account, Jesus the insurgent Nazarene, Eleazar crucified at Jerusalem and all the martyrs who warned
that embodying the Christ into one individual was the anti-Christ. The first church owners, clergy and
saints were all the same Romans who had recently exterminated over a million Jews. The first teachings

were about forgiving the sins of rebellion using "A Sacrifice" to represent God (Vespasian) and Son (Titus)
to appease and quell a rising, potentially vengeful, Judaic tide. The first martyrs and all martyrs since

were also basically scapegoats. The wealthy Romans along with the Jews that obtained wealth under Roman rule
went along with the ploy and herded the general population into believing a "Yeshua Christ" - a good jew,
who would be true to Rome, who would pay for everthing and fish the world into paying as goes on, today.
It was an attempt to reconcile the Romans and Jews on a greater scale than the creation of Serapis did

the Greeks and Egyptians, and it was conceived seventeen centuries before the Hegelian Dialect.

The original authors of the 1st century wrote that none of the teachings should be asserted, forced on people.
What started as an attempt at reconciliation was, within three centuries, fashioned as a means of exploitation.
The stories of The Savior exhibiting anger never happened. The stories were inserted to convey Rome's response
to any non-compliance along with the message that, in spite of hypocrisy, The Savior (Rome) was still Divine.
What happened to the original Christians? Theodosius and his Roman Catholics labeled them "pagans", got them

to always leave their door open and came upon them "like thieves in the night". By 395 C.E. Paul had Romanized
Serapis, Mark's dime novel had displaced all other holee texts and Jesus Freaks had outlawed all other religions.
The zions hid the facts Emperor Julian, one of the authors of the New Testament, renounced the whole concept and
reverted back to paganism, and Constantine did not embrace the scripture he ordered compiled for everyone else.

The word "bless" comes from the French word "blesser" which means "to wound" (as in battle).

Why does the West center around the jewish religion even after the jews have been so vocal about exploiting
the nations that liberated them in WWII? Because bankers own the jews and pay them to be the way they are.

Western leaders want paid, too. Piso hit the nail on the head in John 8:44 KJB. For two thousand years
Christians have drunk the blood of human sacrifice splattered in a room thinking it was of Jesus.

In the earliest recorded history, powerful ones, the "gods", enslaved the "Igigi" servers of a Goddess.
Alla led the slaves to rebel. He was executed and his blood was mixed with clay to form the first men.

Since then, the "gods" take from the "alla" to  buy a castle, while the "alla" get swindled into grazing
next to the cattle in a field. Castle:cattle=royalty:loyalty. The "powers-that-be" understand that and
will always exploit those that give them control. They strive to micro-manger (sic) everyone's affairs.

Rothschild took over the Vatican's financing in 1832. Shortly after, the Vatican's message turned
from spirituality to labor force industrialism. So, here, have a cow.

Oh! And one more thing. Heil-le-lu-yew! (or How-I-Jew-Ya.) For too long, We-the-Porkers
(w)Allah(din) Yah-pigeon-roll. "We-we-we," say the PiG(zus)s (Piso's Goons disguised as Dweebs).

"Beep, beep, beep," say the crowd plowing creeps (Dweebs diguised as color-of-law beasts on two legs).

The parable of parables concerning the tares among the wheat reveals the true agenda. Not only does
it compare us to mere chattel, it allows for the continued existence of evils. It states that the tares
(weeds that ruin crops) should be allowed to grow with the wheat and only be separated at harvest and
burned by the angels. Do you think the wheat is going to throw a party? No, after suffering a lifetime
of intrusion by the tares, the wheat gets shredded, ground to a pulp and tossed in an oven. The parable
was written by the church founders to get accepted the constant presence of evil needed to justify the
subsistence of government (the angels) and to use your belief in it as a buffer between you and them,

so you would not take the law into your own hands. Look at what goes on today in cities where the "tares"
are allowed to overrun the "wheat" under the governance of Catholics and Jews. All your efforts to prevent
society from crumbling are deemed "doing favors" in the eyes of officials who make you bide for justice
until you die (and then feel better) while they pull weeds in bed. Yet, so many faithful submit and wait

for a Redeemer to come down from above, making it easy for TPTB to perpetuate the turmoil of those
"beneath" them and to offer "up" one of their own dumb kings as a savior.

Why do powerful, wealthy people, who get caught, get let go? Have you noticed that if you confess to sin
you end up paying for more sins than your own? How? Zions smile in your face, tell you to stand and be

counted, tell you there is sin in the body, project their sins at you, tell you to fall from temptation,
virtue signal from where you fell and loop to smiling. In order to further the efforts of "The Powers
That Be" (the exploiters) to enslave you, you have to be incredibly dumb. If you can't think for and

behave yourself, you will consistently eat what they feed you. "Yuck, this free Chrislam-Jewce
tastes like bereshit from the woods!" they cried out to the toothbrush salesman.

"It is shit," replied the salesman. "Wanna buy a toothbrush?"

The original Christianity was openly based on the make believe of being good. Belief in religion is
not more important than belief in the goodness of which humanity is capable, except to those in power.
Now, all religions before and since, have morphed into the worship of a central man-god which could be

used as a front for a few to control and exploit the many. In 1789, the body of Pope Pius I was exhumed.
With it were found documents describimg the invention of Jesus by the Catholics to further their agenda.
Make believe should benefit, not intimidate. Being zionically assertive, greedy or cruel is no remedy

for human transience. Neither is being a scapegoat. God is not fooled by banal sacrifice. The evil are.
There is much of divinity in world scripture, but there is much of semantic bait to serve hidden intent.

Do you really think you are going to taste victory by just biting a zion hook and running with it?
You are fooled if believing Kingdom is overrun by violence. Rather, Heaven is overrun by Kingdom.
It is hard to shed the things that have been forced upon us since birth, but one must when one
sees the benefits of what we are to believe go only to those who wrote what we are to believe.
Come to your senses. Quit getting fished into dumbness, dissonance and debt or die. Word (God).
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